Welcome!

WE WILL BEGIN SHORTLY.
Give us a smile!

Camera

Mic
LEARNING FOR ALT:
How to Build Accessible Learning Environments
Heads Up

- Zoombombs
- Questions
- Session Materials
July Jumpstart

Get Ready for Fall!
Get Our Guide for Teaching & Learning Changes

Flexible Ways to Teach and Learn: An Overview

Hybridizing Mobilities: Creating Instructional Designs that Work

Hybridizing Your Way to Multimodal Course Design

Rules of (Social) Engagement

Next to a Distance, at a Distance

Learning for All: How to Build Accessible Learning Environments

CHECK OUT OUR CTL CALENDAR

2020 JULY JUMPSTART SCHEDULE

bit.ly/ctl_julyjumpstart
Objectives

1. Identify the benefits and proper application of alt tags.
2. Identify the benefits and proper application of closed captions.
3. Apply accessibility best practices within course design.
The Web is a basic human right.
There are over one billion people with disabilities, 15% - 20% of the population.
BEST PRACTICE

Assume you have a student with a disability in your course, and build content accordingly.
WHAT ARE STATIC CAPTIONS?
Surfing Steve fountain at SFA
Surfing Steve fountain on SFA campus.
Example Time
WHAT ABOUT CHARACTER LIMITS?
The following cartoon is about a cartoon character asking Doctor Saturn: "Any good in....and you may want to know, earth is mortified."

Mother Earth responds: "Well, your test results are in and you have humans."
WHAT ARE CLOSED CAPTIONS?
Bet you are relieved the captions are back?
NOW WHAT?
SELF-CAPTIONING vs. THIRD-PARTY HIRE
EDITING CAPTIONS IS IMPORTANT!
LET'S PLAY A GAME!
DA RULES
CAPTIONS FOR ALL LEARNERS
What is color deficiency?
Color Combination & Contrast Matter
BUILDING USER FRIENDLY CONTENT
I will always find you

I WILL ALWAYS FIND YOU

FONT MATTERS.
Serif  
Sans Serif
SIMPLE NAVIGATION, SUCCESSFUL LEARNERS
Highlighting key words is important!
CONTENT SHOULD BE ADAPTABLE
THE MORE YOU KNOW
WHAT WE'VE LEARNED
From Me to Everyone:
https://www.sfactl.com/july-jumpstart-sessions?
rg=jumpstart
Moving Forward
REFERENCES

Caption Sync: Closed Captioning and Audio Description Benefits

3PlayMedia: 8 Benefits of Transcribing & Captioning Videos

JAWS

VistaPrint: Design Decoded: The Top 12 Easy to Read Fonts
EXTRA SPECIAL
SHOUT OUTS
PERFECT ATTENDANCE!